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CORN:
Values start the session weak as rains fell in the Upper Plains and then shifted into the central
corn belt. As the day wore on and the system showed it wasn’t holding together as expected, the
August
2017
market14,
firmed
with funds buying up the close. Lots of discussion persists over the USDA’s
shocker of a yield at 169.5 bu/acre. Condition ratings are looked at as an indication of the crops
health and thus size. General trade consensus for the NASS report this afternoon is unchanged
G/E ratings. Rains in the Upper Plains improved conditions and might be enough to offset some
of the declines in Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri last week. Midday GFS updates show the Central
Midwest accumulations and coverage declining. The 6-10 withdrew most of the rains for the ECB.
Looking at the GFS in the next 15 days the only serious rain event for Iowa is in the next 5 days
and that even is mostly held to the Tuesday-Wednesday period. If that event is a bust then the
majority of the Central Corn belt will finish the growing season 50% or less of normal precip for
the 30 day average. See the map below.

At the moment the market is trading as if the 2-3 inches of rain projected by the GFS in the central
Midwest is a surety. Corn loadings in the Export Inspections report came in on the low end of the
trade range with 757 tmt. Corn needs to average 650 tmt in the next 3 weeks to meet or exceed
the USDA’s forecast for 2016. Funds credited with buying 8000 contracts late in today’s session.
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SOYBEANS:
Rains in the plains and in the central corn belt pressured values early but soybeans rose along
with corn as the forecast became drier in the midday updates and the current rain system became
disorganized and dissipated. The key factor to the weakness in the market is the weather model
agreement on a rain system expected for the central corn belt midweek. The rain system may
carry up to 3 inches of rain to the driest areas of Iowa and would lift the prospects of the US soy
yield via Iowa, Nebraska and Illinois. The USDA’s yield of 49.4 bu/acre continues to reverberate
across the market. The debate going forward is if the USDA is correct about the crop as it is
currently or is the weather outlook the reason for the crop yield the USDA expects. Either way,
the rains, if they arrive, will support and expand the trade’s ideas of the soy crop in the next 5
days. Midday updates withdraw a significant amount of rain expected for the ECB in the 6-10
before bringing them back in the last week of August. Once August rolls off the calendar the trade
will regard rains that come later much less influential on yield. Day length will cause the
photosensitive crop to start maturing. ATG for G/E ratings is set on an unchanged 60% this
afternoon after spotty rains keep the crop moving forward. If the US can pull off the yields like the
USDA is forecasting in August then the market will have to adjust prices accordingly. Using the
USDA’s yield and demand base, the US ends up with a very comfortable 11% C/O use ratio on
top of the robust crop in South America. Combining the two together makes for the best supplied
US soybean situation in more than a decade. Corn modestly tighter than a year ago leaving the
market in a position to try to readjust the Soy/Corn ratio. Today the ratio took a hit technically and
fundamentally.

Export inspections on the high end of trade expectations with a 570 tmt loading. Inspections plus
off book business must combine to ship 957 tmt per week to make the USDA’s export forecast for
2016. Funds credited with selling 3000 contracts of soybeans, 1000 meal, and 4000 contracts of
soybean oil today. August soy contracts expired at noon today.
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Deliveries:
Soybeans – 98
Soybean oil – 79
Soybean meal - 115
WHEAT:
A wild session for MGEX wheat which in part drove the winter wheat futures market today. Rains
in the Upper Plains this weekend helping the Spring Wheat still developing which drove the
market initially lower. Midday GFS model updates pulled most of the rains projected out 10 days
and the MGEX removed all but 4 cents of the 30 cent drop. Winter wheat still trying to move to a
competitive export level in the light of a larger FSU crop and helpful rains in Australia. Offers into
North Africa from US origins competitive to FSU by 10 cent/bu. Offers into Saudi Arabia
competitive by 8 cents. Export inspections middle of the trade’s range with 511 tmt. Loadings to
date are running .6 mmt ahead of a year ago. The USDA forecasts a near 1 mmt decline year
over year. US winter wheat crop is harvested and the trade looking to the Spring Wheat crop
ratings and harvest progress in this afternoon’s report. Spring wheat conditions expected to
improve by 1 point G/E and harvest to exceed 40% complete. Funds credited with buying 4000
contracts of CME wheat late in the session today.
FOB NOLA – US SPOT PRICES
CORN

+ 36U

SOYBEANS

+ 54X

SRW

+ 41U

FOB TEXAS GULF – US SPOT PRICES
HRW

+ 80U

ECBOT

HIGH

LOW

CLOSE

CHANGE

Sep Corn
Dec Corn

3.63
3.7675

3.56
3.70

3.6275
3.7625

+2
+ 1 1/2

*Aug Beans
Nov Beans

9.265
9.41

9.25
9.3075

9.255
9.3825

- 10
- 6 3/4

Sep Wheat

4.4175

4.31

4.41

+ 1 3/4

*expired at noon
Regards
Bevan Everett
Risk Management Consultant
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